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QUESTION 1

Consider the following: 

What is true concerning this publisher\\'s Signature Policy? 

A. Only packages from this publisher must have at least one valid signature. 

B. All manifests from this publisher must have a cryptographic signature. 

C. All newly installed packages must have at least one valid signature. 

D. Signed and unsigned packages from this publisher can be installed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements describe the capabilities of the Distribution Constructor? 

A. ISO images for use with the Automated Installer (AI) can be created. 

B. Bootable USB images can be created for SPARC and x86 architectures. 

C. A single installation server can be used to create ISO imager, for SPARC and x86 architectures. 

D. Checkpoints are used to pause the build, thereby allowing the running of a script to modify the resulting ISO image. 

E. A single installation server can be used to create ISO images for Solaris 10 and Solaris 11.0 operating systems. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

A server has a nonglobal zone named zoneA. The following boot environments are listed in the global zone. 
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Which three statements describe the current state of the system? 

A. The BE1 boot environment cannot be activated from the nonglobal zone. 

B. The nonglobal zone cannot be booted to solaris-1 BE at this time. 

C. The solaris-1 BE cannot be activated from the nonglobal zone. 

D. To boot the nonglobal zone to the solaris-1 BE, the global zone must first be booted to the solaris-1 BE. 

E. The solaris-1 BE has been activated in the nonglobal zone. 

F. The nonglobal zone solaris-1 BE is not bootable and must be repaired. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding the audit_remote plugin and the audit service? 

A. audit_remote is not loaded by default. 

B. The standard service port defined by IANA is 16162. 

C. Audit records are sent to all configured remote hosts. 

D. The required GSS_API mechanism is kerberos_v5. 

E. The maximum number of audit records queued before sending is 100. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Can you change the scheduling class of a zone\\'s processes to FSS without rebooting? 

A. No. Set the zone\\'s scheduling-class attribute to FSS and reboot. 

B. No. Run dispadmin d FSS inside the zone, then reboot. 

C. No. Run dispadmin d FSS in the global zone, then reboot the nonglobal zone. 
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D. Yes. Run dispadmin d FSS inside the zone. 

E. Yes. Run priocntl s c FSS i all inside the zone. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

You need to make a permanent modification to a machine\\'s naming service. You need to change naming service from
files to LDAP. Which two alternative methods would accomplish this task? 

A. Modify the existing /etc/nsswitch.conf file and execute: # nscfg import -?name-service/switch 

B. Modify the existing /etc/nsswitch-conf file and execute: # netcfg import name-service/switch # svcadm refresh name-
service/switch 

C. Modify the existing /etc/nsswitch.conf file and execute: # svcadm restart milestone/self-assembly 

D. Use the netcfg command to modify the location profile for the DefaultFixad network configuration profile. 

E. Use the svccfg command to set config/* properties in the name-service/switch service: # svcadm refresh name-
service/switch # svcadm restart name-service/switch 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 7

You added an update to the system using a support repository updates (SRU) image: 

# mkdir /SRU # mount F hsfs /var/tem/sru-name.iso /SRU # pkgrecv s /SRU/repo d /export/IPS/repo `*\\' 

You now want to clear all catalog, search and other cached information from this package repository. Select the
command that clears cached data. 

A. pkg refresh 

B. pkgrepo rebuild 

C. pkgrepo refresh 

D. pkg.depotd restart 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

The following information describes the current dump configuration of your server: 
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Assume that the following command lines have been run on a system: 

(root) # coreadm g $HOME/var/core/%m.core.%f.%t (non-root) $ coreadm p core.%f.%p 

Identify the result of a subsequent process crash. 

A. A copy of a core file will appear in /var/core. 

B. A copy of a core file will appear in the process\\' current working directory. 

C. The root copy will include the taskid of the process. 

D. The nonroot copy will include the day of the process crash. 

E. The global format will override the per-process format. 

F. The global core dump is disabled, so a core file will not be saved. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You have assigned rights profiles directly to the uses frank and now you want to add another profile. Which command
enables you to list profiles directly assigned to frank? 

A. userattr profiles frank 

B. profiles p frank 

C. useratter p frank 

D. profiles frank 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

You are configuring a system on your network that was installed using LiveCD. You configured applied a static IP
address to the system. You now need to configure a default router. Assume that name services are file based and the
router\\'s IP address is 172.31.10.1. Which two methods should you use to configure a default route on this Oracle
Solaris 11 system? 
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A. svccfg s network/physical setprop config/defroute=172.31.10.1;svcadm refresh network/physical; svcadm restart
network/physical 

B. svccfg s routing/route setprop config/defroute=172.31.10.1;svcadm refresh routing/route; svcadm restart
routing/route 

C. Add the IP address to the /etc/defaultrouter file and run route add default 172.31.10.1. 

D. netadm modify p ncp DefaultFixed set-prop p defroute=172.31.10.1 

E. ipadm set-prop p defaultrouter=172.31.10.1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

You created a role. The role should be able to change the configuration of a zone. How will you assign that privilege to
the role? 

A. Modify the zone using the admin resource, set the user property to the role and the auths property to manage. 

B. Assign to the role the zone Management Rights Profile. 

C. Assign to the role the solaris.zones.* authorization. 

D. Assign to the role the zone Security Rights Profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You are about to configure resource controls for a nonglobal zone. You want to first examine settings as well as the
system limits for those controls. Which command fetches this Information? 

A. priocntl 

B. zonecfg 

C. rctladm D. prctl 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which ipmpstat mode reports each link\\'s status in an IPMP group? 

A. address 

B. group 

C. interface 
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D. probe 

E. target 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Your company\\'s security policy prohibits access to the Internet. You already installed an instance of Oracle Solaris 11
on an M-series server for base testing. You used the text install media to install the system. You also installed a
package repository on the same system. There are 10 M-series servers that have just been installed on the local
network. Can you immediately install an AI server on your testing machine order to install Oracle Solaris 11 on these 10
servers? 

A. Yes, by using the existing Solaris 10 Jumpstart server. 

B. Yes, by using the text install media for the AI software. 

C. Yes, by using the Installed package repository. 

D. No, you must download the AI .iso image from Oracle first. 

E. No, the Solaris large-server group must be installed because it contains the AI setup tools. 

F. No, the Solaris 11 full n repository must be installed on the AI server. 

G. No, you must have a prebuilt image that was created by the distribution constructor. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which option describes how to revert a service back to a previous version? 

A. Issue the svccfg delcust command. 

B. Issue the revetsnap command. 

C. Issue the restore_repository command. 

D. Issue the svccfg revert command. 

Correct Answer: A 
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